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Dephasing effects on coherent exciton-polaritons and the breakdown of the strong coupling regime
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Using femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy, we identify excitation-induced dephasing as a major mechanism
responsible for the breakdown of the strong coupling between excitons and photons in a semiconductor
microcavity. The effects of dephasing are observed on the transmitted probe-pulse spectrum as a density-dependent
broadening of the exciton-polariton resonances and the emergence of a third resonance at high excitation density.
A striking asymmetry in the energy shift between the upper and the lower polaritons is also evidenced. Using
the excitonic Bloch equations, we quantify the respective contributions to the energy shift of many-body effects
associated with Coulomb fermion exchange and photon assisted exchange processes and the contribution to
collisional broadening.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A semiconductor microcavity is a system that confines
photons and allows them to strongly interact with quantum
well excitons [1]. Polaritons are composite particles arising
from the coherent superposition of a photon and an exciton.
The polariton interactions, mediated by their excitonic part,
make semiconductor microcavities a suitable platform for
investigating a wide range of physical phenomena where
coherence is a major issue, including Bose-Einstein con-
densation [2,3] or collective quantum fluid effects [4–6].
Experimentally, the coherent dynamics of polaritons have
been investigated using four-wave mixing [5–9] and pump-
probe techniques [10–13], where the excitonic nonlinearity
is evidenced through the changes in the optical response of
the system. Theoretically, the coherent dynamics of polaritons
are usually modeled using a nonlinear Schrödinger equation,
which is formally equivalent to a Gross-Pitaevskii equations
(GPE), often used for describing the coherent ground state of
Bose condensed dilute atoms.

On the other hand, the exciton-exciton interactions play
an important role in the coherent properties of semiconductor
systems because of the dephasing [14–16]. The investigation
of the effect of exciton-exciton interactions on the polariton
dynamics is important both for understanding the fundamental
physics of coherent exciton-photon strongly coupled systems
and for designing semiconductor microcavity devices. For
instance, the presence of an exciton reservoir interacting with
polaritons plays a major role in the spontaneous formation of
polariton condensation following nonresonant excitation [17],
as well as in the behavior of the polariton multistability [18].
However, the effect of excitation induced dephasing in the
context of the coherent polariton dynamics has yet to be consid-
ered. We show here that, after the resonantly coherent excita-
tion of both the lower and upper polaritons, the exciton-exciton
interaction converts the coherent polariton population into an
incoherent exciton population. This excitation induced dephas-
ing process affects the polariton dynamics and is a major mech-
anism in the breakdown of the exciton-photon strong coupling.
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In this paper, we show that excitation-induced dephasing
(EID) plays an important role in the dynamics of polaritons
in a semiconductor microcavity. The investigation is exper-
imentally carried out by femtosecond pump-probe optical
spectroscopy. For the theoretical description of our results,
we utilize the excitonic Bloch equations (EBE) approach,
taking into account separately the coherent part of the polariton
population and an incoherent population of excitons [19,20].
We study the role of exciton-exciton interactions, photon-
assisted exchange scattering, and EID effects on the polariton
dynamics. The experimental results are very well reproduced
by EBE and not by the exciton-photon GPE, which assumes
that excitons stay in the coherent limit.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment is performed with a high quality GaAs-
based microcavity [21] at the cryogenic temperature of 4K.
A single 8 nm In0.04Ga0.96As quantum well is embedded be-
tween two GaAs/AlAs distributed Bragg reflectors. The Rabi
splitting energy is 2� = 3.45 meV at zero cavity detuning [5].
For the accurate measurement of the transmitted probe beam,
we employ a heterodyne pump-probe setup [12] with a degen-
erate beam configuration at k = 0 μm−1, which dramatically
increases the signal-to-noise ratio. The pump and probe pulses
originate both from a broadband few hundreds femtosecond
Ti : Sapphire laser. The center of the laser spectrum is set
between the lower- and upper-polariton peaks. Additionally,
noise coming from laser spectrum envelope is removed with
the aid of a numerical low-pass filter. The experimental setup
is described in detail in our previous papers [6,12]. In order
to avoid the complex effects of biexcitons [12,13], the pump
and probe beams are cocircularly polarized. We obtain a time
delay map in frequency and in real time through successive
measurements of the pump-probe spectrum.

Typical experimental results are presented in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(c), showing the probe spectra as a function of pump-
probe time delay. The cavity detuning is set at εc − εx =
0.8 meV, where εc(x) is cavity mode (exciton) energy. In this
figure, the pump pulse arrives before (after) the probe pulse at
positive (negative) pump-probe delays. For low pump intensity
[Fig. 1(a)], we observe two polariton branches (lower and
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Measured and simulated probe transmis-
sion are shown as a function of energy and time delay between
pump and probe pulse. The spectra are measured for two different
pump intensities: (a) 1.48 × 1013 (1 mW) and (c) 7.4 × 1013 (5 mW)
photons pulse−1 cm−2. Corresponding simulated spectra are attached
below the measured spectra [(b) and (d)]. The black dashed lines
represent the lower- and upper-polariton peak energies without
pump pulse. The white dashed lies are the cavity photon and
exciton energies. In the simulation, the intensity I0 is defined
as I0 = 0.8/g0.

upper) at both positive and negative delays and the lower
polariton shows a maximum blue shift at zero delay. The delay
dependence of the lower-polariton blue shift is asymmetric
with respect to zero delay. While the blue shift gradually
decreases at negative delays, it stays for a long time at positive
delays. No clear energy shift of the upper-polariton resonance
is seen for all delays. At high pump intensity [Fig. 1(c)],
a triple-peak structure appears at negative delays, while a
single peak exists at positive delays. With the aid of numerical
simulations based on EBE, we show that the observed behavior
originates from a long-living incoherent population and a
short-living coherent polarization of excitons.

III. THEORY

For the analysis of the experiment, we use EBE [19,20]. The
starting point of EBE is a bosonic exciton-photon Hamiltonian:

Ĥ =
∫

dx
[
εxψ̂

†
xψ̂x + ψ̂

†
c

(
εc − �

2∇2

2mc

)
ψ̂c

+�(ψ̂
†
cψ̂x + ψ̂

†
xψ̂c)

]

+
∫

dx
∫

dx′
[

1

2
ψ̂

†
xψ̂

†′
x Vex(x − x′)ψ̂xψ̂

′
x

− 1

2
Vpae(x − x′)(ψ̂

†
cψ̂

†′
x ψ̂xψ̂

′
x + ψ̂

†
xψ̂

†′
x ψ̂xψ̂

′
c)

]
. (1)

ψ̂x(c) and ψ̂
†
x(c) are exciton (photon) field creation and annihi-

lation operators. They obey the boson commutation relations

[ψ̂x(c),ψ̂
†′
x(c)] = δ(x − x′) and [ψ̂x(c),ψ̂

′
x(c)] = 0. This Hamil-

tonian can be obtained from the electron-hole Hamiltonian via
a boson mapping method called the Usui transformation [19].
Since the exciton mass is large, the kinetic term of the
exciton is neglected. The interactions are assumed to be
contact interactions: Vex(x − x′) = gδ(x − x′) and Vpae(x −
x′) = 2gpaeδ(x − x′) [22,23]. The exciton-exciton interaction
potential Vex is associated with the Coulomb exchange
scattering. The term Vpae is a photon-assisted exchange
scattering [24] and contributes to the reduction of the Rabi
coupling, which is the reminiscence of the fermionic nature of
the exciton [19]. In order to obtain a closed set of equations,
we truncate the hierarchy by applying the following as-

sumptions such as 〈ψ̂†
xψ̂xψ̂x〉 � 〈ψ̂†

xψ̂x〉〈ψ̂x〉, 〈ψ̂†
xψ̂xψ̂c〉 �

〈ψ̂†
xψ̂x〉〈ψ̂c〉, 〈ψ̂†

cψ̂xψ̂x〉 � 〈ψ̂†
c〉〈ψ̂xψ̂x〉, and 〈ψ̂xψ̂x〉 = 0.

We define the exciton population as N (x,t) = 〈ψ̂†
xψ̂x〉 and the

exciton polarization as P (x,t) = 〈ψ̂x〉. Assuming factorization
between the photon and exciton, we define E(x,t) = 〈ψ̂c〉.
With the aid of the Heisenberg equation of motion, the EBE
then reads [25]

i�Ṅ = −i�xN − 2i(� − 2gpaeN )Im[PE∗]

i�Ṗ = (εx + g0N − iγx(N ))P + (� − 2gpaeN )E (2)

i�Ė =
(

εc − �
2

2mc

∇2 − iγc

)
E + (� − gpaeN )P − fext.

To obtain the above equations, the interaction constant g is
phenomenologically divided into a real and imaginary part:
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g = g0 − ig′. The real part g0 is associated with an energy
renormalization, while the imaginary part g′ represents the
strength of EID, which is also referred to as collisional broad-
ening. The ratio of the constants is estimated as 2gpae/g0 �
��/6nsEba

2
0 , where ns is the saturation density of exci-

tons [26]. Eb and a0 are respectively the exciton binding energy
and Bohr radius. The constants, γx(N ) and �x are respectively
the polarization dephasing and the population decay rate of
excitons. In general, γx(N ) is written as [14,27,28],

γx(N ) = �x/2 + γ ∗
x + g′N, (3)

where γ ∗
x is the pure dephasing term. In the terminology of

two level systems, �x and γx correspond to the inverse of T1

and T2 times respectively. The EID constant g′ introduces
a phenomenological linear increase of the dephasing that
depends on the exciton population N , which plays an important
role in our experiment.

The advantage of EBE, compared to GPE, is that we can
apply independent decay rates for the coherent polarization
and incoherent population and calculate the time evolution
of each. Indeed, in the commonly used GPE, a factorization,

〈ψ̂†
xψ̂x〉 = 〈ψ̂†

x〉〈ψ̂x〉 is implicitly assumed [23]. Therefore,
the dynamics of the population N (x,t) is uniquely determined
by the polarization P (x,t) through N = |P |2. In the EBE, this
condition is satisfied when neither pure dephasing nor EID
exist: γ ∗

x = 0 and g′ = 0 (coherent limit). The EBE are a close
analog of the optical Bloch equations (OBE) [16,29], however,
differing since OBE are based on a two-level electron-hole
system, while EBE are based on a bosonic exciton basis [19].

To reproduce the experiments, �x and γc are chosen to be
0.01 meV and 0.1 meV respectively. The pure dephasing is
set to γ ∗

x = 0.1 meV [30], additionally, we include EID as the
primary decoherence mechanism in our simulations. We set
the interaction constants as g′ = 0.4g0 and gpae = 0.3g0. fext

is the excitation photon field and is assumed to be a Gaussian
pulse. The energy of both pump and probe pulses is set at the
center of the lower and upper polariton branches.

For the calculation of the pump-probe dynamics, we use
a coupled-mode approximation: N (x,t) = Npu + Npreik·x +
Npr∗e−ik·x (the population is a real value), P (x,t) =
P pu + P preik·x + P ide−ik·x, and E(x,t) = Epu + Epreik·x +
Eide−ik·x. For example, P pu, P pr , and P id represent the pump,
probe, and idler component of the polarization, respectively.
Considering the conservation of momentum, we obtain eight
coupled equations. The detail of the coupled-mode equations
is explained in the Appendix. The pump and probe pulses are
introduced as Epu and Epr respectively and the transmitted
probe signal is obtained through Epr . This is the standard
method of calculating a transient four-wave mixing signal
in optical Bloch equations [31,32]. Since the wave number
of the probe is sufficiently small, we neglect the momentum
dispersion of the photon mode.

IV. RESULTS

A. Incoherent regime

The simulated probe transmission spectra are given in
Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) for two different pump intensities. There are
striking similarities between the experimental and simulated
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Realtime evolution of the probe signal
from the experiment shown in Fig. 1 at two selected pump probe
delay times (a) τ = +3.5 ps and (b) τ = −3.5 ps. For τ = +3.5 ps
a single region, corresponding to the central peak, is present. For
τ = −3.5 ps, two distinct regions are observed: an oscillating signal
is present prior to the arrival of the pump corresponding to the two
polariton modes and the nonoscillating signal after the pump arrives,
which corresponds to the central peak.

spectra. First, Fig. 1(b) features a long-lasting (∼�/�x) blue
shift of the lower polariton in the positive delay, while the
blue shift builds up on a shorter time scale [∼2�/(γc + γ ∗

x )]
in the negative delay. On the other hand, the energy shift of
the upper polariton is almost zero because of the cancellation
of the blue and red shift contributions originating from the
terms g0 and gpae, respectively. The high-density simulation
[Fig. 1(d)] reproduces both the occurrence of three peaks
at negative delays and of a single peak at positive delays.
At negative delays, the three-peak structure appears because
the signal is integrated over time during the duration of
the probe pulse in the sample. To elucidate this point, the
realtime evolution of the probe pulse for both negative and
positive pump-probe delays is shown in Fig. 2. The probe
signal at negative pump-probe delays [e.g., Fig. 2(b)] consists
of two distinct regions: before and after the arrival of the pump.
When spectrally resolved, the region prior to the pump arrival
gives the two polariton modes, which oscillate with a period
h/2�R , this is a direct manifestation of the Rabi oscillation
between an exciton and a photon. After the arrival of the pump,
the remaining coherent probe population undergoes a strong
energy shift, approaching the cavity mode, which results in
a single central peak. For positive pump-probe delays [e.g.,
Fig. 2(a)], the entire probe evolution occurs in the presence
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Simulated probe transmission as a func-
tion of energy and pump-probe time delay without EID or pure
dephasing (g′ = γ ∗

x = 0 meV). The other parameters are the same
as those used in the simulation of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) respectively
correspond to 1 mW and 5 mW pump intensities.

of the pump population and therefore only the central peak is
observed. This is a similar mechanism to the one operating for
the dynamical blue shift predicted by the GPE [see Fig. 3(b)].
If the pump intensity is further increased, eventually the term
γx(N ) becomes comparable to the effective Rabi coupling
� − 2ggpaeN and the central peak asymptotically reaches the
cavity mode εc (see Fig. 4), which is the signature of a strong
to weak coupling transition [33,34].
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Simulated probe transmission at a pump-
probe delay of 5 ps. The increasing pump power drives the system
into the weak coupling regime (εLP = εc) asymptotically.

B. Coherent regime

In order to further elucidate the effect of the incoherent
exciton population and of EID on the two polariton res-
onances, we present in Fig. 3 a simulation without EID
or pure dephasing (g′ = γ ∗

x = 0). The other parameters are
same as for Fig. 1. The probe transmission of Fig. 3 is
a simulation of the coherent limit, where the polarization
decay (dephasing) rate is a half of the population decay
rate [γx(N ) = �x/2 = 0.005 meV]. We find that the polariton
branch is broadened towards the high energy side because of
dynamical energy shift. Namely, the mean-field energy shift
of polaritons temporarily decreases following the decay of the
polariton density. The time integration of the temporal decrease
of the energy shift introduces a broadening of the polariton
branches. The blue shift of both polariton resonances decays
twice faster at positive delays than they emerge at negative
ones. In this limit, the dynamics of the exciton population is
uniquely determined by the polarization and we can replace the
population N (x,t) with the square of the polarization |P (x,t)|2.
Here the three sets of equations can be reduced to two equations
composed of the exciton polarization and electric field, this
is the commonly used exciton-photon GPE [23,35]. Clearly,
the GPE cannot reproduce the dynamics of polaritons in the
presence of EID, which is evidenced by the huge differences
between Fig. 3 and the experiments [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)].

In particular, the high pump intensity simulation [Fig. 3(b)]
reproduces neither the three peak structure nor the disappear-
ance of the quantum beat pattern for the positive delay. From
this simulation we infer that the bleaching of the upper and
lower polariton resonances at positive delays [Fig. 1(c)] is
associated with EID. The transition to the weak coupling
regime can also be driven with the GPEs (not shown), however
the very strong dynamical blue shift effects completely differ
from the observed experimental behavior.

C. Comparison of coherent and incoherent regimes

In Fig. 5, we present simulated real-time evolutions of
exciton polarization P (t) and population N (t) at k = 0 μm−1

after the arrival of a single laser pulse. Without EID (coherent
limit), the time evolution of the exciton population N (t)
is found to coincide with that of |P (t)|2, which supports

the relation N (t) = |P (t)|2 and the factorization 〈ψ̂†
xψ̂x〉 =

〈ψ̂†
x〉〈ψ̂x〉, which is assumed in the exciton-photon GPE. In

this case, the lifetime of the system is mainly determined by
the short photon lifetime (∼�/γc). On the other hand, with
EID, we have to distinguish between the dynamics of the
polarization and that of the population. While the exciton
polarization P (t) is directly coupled to the cavity photon
field E(t) (not shown), there is no direct coupling between
the exciton population N (t) and the photon E(t). Therefore,
while the polarization decays with a lifetime of the same
order as that of the cavity photon (∼�/γc), the population
decays independently and stays for a long time (∼�/�x), even
after the disappearance of the polarization. Intuitively, the
EID process can be understood as follows; microscopically,
the exciton-exciton collisions introduce an energy fluctuation,
which gives an additional random phase to the time evolution
of the exciton field operator ψ̂x(x,0)ei(εx+δε)t/�. Since the
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Simulated time evolution of the k =
0 μm−1 polarization |P |2 and population N as a function of time
after an arrival of a single pulse. Simulations with (a), (c) EID and
pure dephasing and in (b), (d) a coherent limit (g′ = γ ∗

x = 0 meV)
are presented for (a), (b) two different laser pulse intensities 1 mW
and (c), (d) 5 mW. The parameters are the same as the simulation of
Fig. 1. The dashed lines represent scaled laser pulses.

phase δε is random, the expectation value P (x,t) = 〈ψ̂x(x,t)〉
shows a time decay [36], which is the origin of the imaginary
part of the interaction constant g′ (EID) [28,37]. Meanwhile,

the energy fluctuations affect neither the term ψ̂
†
x(x,t)ψ̂x(x,t)

nor its expectation value N (x,t) = 〈ψ̂†
x(x,t)ψ̂x(x,t)〉 due to

a phase cancellation [36]. Finally, we comment that the
incoherent exciton population N should be interpreted as the
inactive excitonic reservoir already discussed in the context of
nonresonantly excited polariton condensates [38,39]. Actually,
both the incoherent exciton population, featured in Fig. 5,
and the inactive excitonic reservoir have long lifetimes and
substantially contribute to the energy shift of the polariton
resonances [40].

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have studied the coherent dynamics of
exciton-polaritons by femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy
in a high-quality semiconductor microcavity. In this investiga-
tion we have considered explicitly the different mechanisms
for polariton-polariton interactions: the exciton-exciton and
the photon-assisted exchange scattering. On the theoretical
side, calculation of the EID term has only been attempted
for a coherently excited population of lower polaritons [41].
In view of our results, further estimation of this collisional
scattering rate should include the contribution of both exciton-
exciton Coulomb scattering and photon-assisted exchange
scattering between polaritons. Both the experimental and the
theoretical results demonstrate that dephasing effects mediated
by exciton-exciton interactions are a major mechanism for the
breakdown of the strong coupling regime and for establishing
a long-lived exciton population. This is evidenced by a
power-dependent long-lived strong perturbation on the exper-
imental pump-probe signal, which is successfully simulated

with the inclusion of EID in the excitonic Bloch equations.
Consequently, we establish that simulation of the polariton
dynamics based on the excitonic Bloch equations provides a
complete description of the experimental results, which cannot
be replicated by the standard Gross-Pitaevskii equations.
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APPENDIX: COUPLED-MODE EQUATIONS

In this Appendix, we present the explicit forms of the
coupled-mode equations [31,32] used to simulate the pump-
probe spectra. We restrict the number of modes to the three
main ones: pump, probe, and idler. The polarization P (x,t),
population N (x,t) and electric field E(x,t) are respectively
written as N (x,t) = Npu + Npreik·x + Npr∗e−ik·x, P (x,t) =
P pu + P preik·x + P ide−ik·x, and E(x,t) = Epu + Epreik·x +
Eide−ik·x. Substituting these representations into the excitonic
Bloch equations given in the manuscript and neglecting
components such as e±i2k and e±i3k [31,32], we obtain eight
coupled equations of motion. First, the equations for the
population N reads,

i�Ṅpu = −i�xN
pu − �apu

+ 2gpae(apuN
pu + bidN

pr + bprN
pr∗) (A1)

i�Ṅpr = −i�xN
pr − �bpr

+ 2gpae(bprN
pu + apuN

pr + cNpr∗). (A2)

In a similar way, the equations of motion of exciton polariza-
tions are written as

i�Ṗ pu = (εx − iγx)P pu

+ g(NpuP pu + Npr∗P pr + NprP id ) + �Epu

− 2gpae(NpuEpu + Npr∗Epr + NprEid ) (A3)

i�Ṗ pr = (εx − iγx)P pr + g(NpuP pr + NprP pu)

+�Epr − 2gpae(NpuEpr + NprEpu) (A4)

i�Ṗ id = (εx − iγx)P id + g(NpuP id + Npr∗P pu)

+�Eid − 2gpae(NpuEid + Npr∗Epu). (A5)

Finally, the electric fields follow the following equations:

i�Ėpu = (εc − iγc)Epu + �P pu

− gpae(NpuP pu + NprP id + Npr∗P pr )

− f
pu
ext (A6)

i�Ėpr = (εc − iγc)Epr + �P pr

− gpae(NpuP pr + NprP pu) − f
pr
ext (A7)

i�Ėid = (εc − iγc)Eid + �P id

− gpae(NpuP id + Npr∗P pu).
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In the equations of populations [Eq. (A1) and (A2)], the
quantities apu, bpr , bid , and c are respectively given by

apu = 2iIm(P puEpu∗ + P prEpr∗ + P idEid∗)

bpr = P puEid∗ − P id∗Epu + P prEpu∗ − P pu∗Epr

bid = P puEpr∗ − P pr∗Epu + P idEpu∗ − P pu∗Eid

c = P prEid∗ − P id∗Epr .

In Eqs. (A6) and (A7), f
pu(pr)
ext respectively the pump

(probe) excitation photon field is taken as a Gaussian

pulse

f
pu(pr)
ext = Fpu(pr) exp

(
− (t − tpu(pr))2

τ 2

)

× exp
[−i

(
ε

pulse
0 /�

)
(t − tpu(pr))

]
.

We set the energy of the pulses ε
pulse
0 at the center of both

polariton branches (εpulse
0 = εx/2 + εc/2) and set the pulse

duration τ to 0.5 ps. tpu(pr) is defined as the incident time of
the pump (probe) pulse.
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